The modem snowline elevation of the central Andes can be descrlbed numerlcally from available data in terms of regional varlations in climate anel topography. Multiple regression analysls of 
regionallyanel over many years (I.e., cJimatic snowline). Snowllne e1evatlons ànd6ràdient~:. 'àtong with the size and distribution of glaciers, are determined by cJimate (temperature, precipitatlon, anel wlnd direction) and topography (mountain elevation and morphology). The investigation of the relationship between this variables is comp/icated between 23 o anel 32 o south latitude in a significant zone of regionally abrupt changes in ali of the above factors (Fig. 1) . This situation provides a unique opportunity to study the interrelationship of spatially and temporally changing climatic and topographic variables on Iandscape evolution, anel is the primary reason why this portion of the central Andes was selectecl for investigation.
The observed vertical change in snowline e1evation through time permits inferences about temporal variations in climate as long as there is a demonstrable relationship between snowline e1evation and climatic parameters. To determine whether or not a general correspondence exists between the regional change in cJlmatic parameters anel snowline gradients, a series of topo-climatic profiles, each 1,000 km long and 100 km wide were constructed at 1 o latitude intervals across the Andes, aJthough only 3 representative profiles are included here . The topograpic profiles represent the averaged topography for a 100 km wide swath a10ng the profile trend, and are based upon a 5 x 5 km gricl. A1though the e1evation and distribution of the highest peaks control climatic anel snowline pattems on a local scale, averaged topography was selected for cJarification of regional trends.
Temperature is very sensitive to changes in surface e/evation ( Fig. 6 ) and is controlled by the regional temperature lapse rate. The temperature curves in Figures 3-5 iIIustrate this relationship, with higher portions of the averaged topography having lower mean temperatures.
Topography a1so controls the zones of highest precipitation by acting as a barrier as well as a lifting mechanism for moisture-bearing winds. Within the latitudes of the study area, these winds are predominantly from an easterly direction, so that the lifting condensation levei is reached by molst air rising over the Andes producing a classic rain shadow effect to the west. As a result, annual m&an precipitation is & HENNING (1981) , NOGAMI (1976) and SCHWERDTFEGER (1976) .
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Flgure 2 -Location of 718 central Andean c/imate and snowline observation stations used in this study. Coordinates are in degrees south latitude and west longitude. Axes of the profiles in Flgures 3-5 (north-south) are also shown. The combined temperaturejprecipitation effect on snowline position is interesting, however, because higher peaks tend to have higher modem snowlines (Fig. 8) . Most snowlines are within 1 km below nearby mountaln peaks, regardless of snowllne elevation or clirnatic regime. This relationship suggests a dynamic feedback mechanism between cllmate and topography.
In general, snowline gradients are consistent with climatic trends. Snowllnes are lower to the east where annual precipitation is greater. An apparent contradiction exists between the eastward drop in snowline elevatlon and a general rlse In temperature to the east, where surfaces are warmer because they are lower . The loglcal explanation is that higher precipitation ettectively maintalns lower snowline positions despite s1ightly higher surface temperatures.
MODELDEVELOPMENT
Annual mean temperature and precipitation are taken to be the prlmary climatic factors controlling regional snowllne elevation, and are the most reliable and spatially comprehensive measurements available in the central Andes. Secondary controlling factors, such as evaporation, are a1so important but cannot be adequately quantified because of lack of data, anel probably influence the regional snowline elevation only minimally. In order to determine the empirlcal relationship between the modem swowline elevation and the prirnary cllmatic parameters, the annual mean temperature and precipitation were plotted separately against the corresponding snowline elevation. .
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• .000 Modem snowline altitude was a1so plotted against mean annual precipitation, and a second-order polynomial regression was determined to be the "best fil" (Fig. 11) . In general, a large increase in precipitation is required to lower snowline by only a few hundred meters. As can be seen in Figures 3-5 , modem snowlines are as much as 2 km above the averaged topography in the central Andes depending upon mean annual precipitation. For example, the profiles in Figures 3-5 show that from north to south, and from west to east, an increase in precipitation produces a corresponding drop in modem snowline elevation in relation to the avaraged topography.
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It is acknowledged that evaporation modifies the importance of annual precipitation in determining snowline elevation, but it appers that an increase in the rate of evaporation, physically linked to a corresponding rise in temperature, is offset by a similar increase in precipitation. As (Fig. 13) .
CONCLUSIONS ANO IMPLlCATIONS
Snowlines in the central Andes can be modeled numerically in terms of an empirical equation relating snowline elevation to surface mean annual temperature, precipitation, and the 1976) and by STRECKER (1976) . This map iIIustrates the relative extent of land surfaces subjected one or more times to intense glacial and periglacial modification during the late Ouaternary, and serves as a useful guide for selecting sitas for future work designed to further increase our knowledge of late Ouaternary climates in the Andean Cordillera. (NOGAMI, 1976 and STRECKER, 1987) . The observed distribution of perennially snow-covered areas reflects the latltudinal variatíon in late Plelstocene climate and topography. Coordinates are in degrees south latitude and west longitude.
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